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The Adventures of Falcon Darcy in a Pillflower World: 

...9:32am - Darcy's Estate, Caledon, Second Life 

...'Bling-bling' - A Notecard arrives in my postbox. I fetch my spectacles.  

...Notecard: A new art show by Lynne Heller (SL: Nar Duell - Queen of Pharma), an 
exciting artist from across the pond. Must investigate. 

Seriously silly, wonderfully absurd, kitschly sublime.    Yonder, the colossal Pillflower 
snow dome defiantly floats aloft a shimmering sea. At my feet, a red toboggan 
awaits to whisk me away like upon a magic carpet. I pause and stare in wonder as 
the sim rezzes and the textures solidify  across the giant floral orb. In the brilliant 
sunlight, the glistening world appears to wink mischievously, self-aware of its camp 
appeal but hinting at its deeper secrets that lie within. I take in the scene, breath 
deeply and clutch tightly to the toboggan's reins.   
  
The clouds wizz by as I accelerate skyward and into the swirling snow storm of the 
dome. The roller-coaster like velocity briefly lessens as the toboggan performs a fly-
by of snowball like structure where Ms Heller's introductory information is displayed. 
Onwards, swooping and falling through the snow, I alight into the heart of the 
Pillflower World.    

At last, l see the fine details close up. But the garden of Pillflowers is not the 
idealised winter wonderland nor glitzy tourist attraction I expected. The Pillflowers 
are a mosaic of pharmaceutical pills arranged in floral patterns. The glutinous, exotic 
plants, stand like overgrown tropical daisies (Bellis perennis). The petals undulate in 
the wind and the flower heads track my movements like portraits in a haunted 
house. This pharmacy has gone awry.  

I have seen these 'Pillflowers' before, Ms Heller has reprised her work using this 
striking cultivar. But in this world they are animated and have the vigour of an 
invasive hybrid.  The wintry vista is dotted with a broad diversity of sundry plants 
and Pillflower species. Encouraged by an eerie disembodied voice, I attempt a closer 
examination of the medicinal qualities. Upon the faintest touch, these flowers exert a 
powerful physiological affect. Intoxicating my normally stout constitution, a 
debilitating and 
 involuntary compulsion takes holds of me; I dance the fandango in a purple haze as 
snippets of Abba and the sound of footsteps echoing down corridors play. Moments 
later the dance has changed; I jive and jig and my vision is blurred by a rainbow of 
flowers. Struggling to restore my equilibrium I manage to extricate myself and the 
affects of the psychotropic drug recedes.  

Among the flowers, bathroom fittings are strewn across the landscape. The 
opportunity is taken to relax in a bath tub and watch the icy flakes softly falling. The 
tap runs steaming water into the tub regardless that the water 
 pipes are disconnected ‚Äì what trickery can explain this? I take a minute to consider 
all this strangeness. Meditating on the virtual, psychological and natural there is an 
overwhelming number of dimensions sewn into the meta-physical fabric of Pillflower 



World.  This process of weaving themes and concepts appears to come easily to Ms 
Heller both in a literal and metaphorical forms in her work. This process of 
interlinking and playing with ideas is most enjoyable and there are amusing 
flourishes of logic and curiosity. One such example is the disembodied female voice 
that greets and guides the viewer through the exhibition. This computer-generated 
voice sounds like a vacuous automaton glibly spouting out predetermined slogans. I 
think this could be a reference to an anecdote Ms Heller recounted to me regarding 
her shopping trip to purchase the hundreds of pills needed to design the  Pillfowers. 
After buying most of the stock from a chemist shop the cashier asked her if she 
'needed anything else?' (!). Whether the corporate style voice is a reference to this 
or not, it is a part of the journey that helps to immerse me in the world.  

This leads me to think about one of the challenges Lynne Heller wanted to achieve : 
'how to immerse in an already immersive environment'. The challenge is answered in 
a part by creating a world with its own set of rules and natural law. The scale and 
dimension of the World are toyed with,  from the overgrown plants to the snowflakes 
which are in fact enlarged pictures of microscopic ice crystals.  

Another element which is continued in this work is using everyday domestic objects; 
bathrooms, medicine, kitsch. But in this case they are used to created an intricate 
microcosm world. These objects are seldom thought beautiful in their own right but 
arranged and contextualised create an beguiling experience. The idea of what is 
beautiful and why is constantly questioned. The archetypal flower as a symbol of 
beauty is used as a template to supplant with the idea of medicine as a type of 
beauty drug. By merging the physical and psychological aspects of medicine and the 
almost innate experience of flowers as a form of beauty leads the viewer to question 
how our opinions of beauty are development. The added abstraction of the Pillflower 
World being contained within the SL world extends the boundaries of how I 
experience the art.  

Why not have your own adventure in Pillflower World and discover its delights for 
yourself. 
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